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Disclaimer
This presentation outlines our general product direction and should not be relied on in making a
purchase decision. This presentation is not subject to your license agreement or any other agreement
with SAP. SAP has no obligation to pursue any course of business outlined in this presentation or to
develop or release any functionality mentioned in this presentation. This presentation and SAP's
strategy and possible future developments are subject to change and may be changed by SAP at any
time for any reason without notice. This document is provided without a warranty of any kind, either
express or implied, including but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a
particular purpose, or non-infringement. SAP assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions in this
document, except if such damages were caused by SAP intentionally or grossly negligent.
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Persistent Memory: What’s all the noise about?
Persistent Memory (PM): An emerging, next-generation non-volatile memory
technology
•

A true game changer for in-memory computing offering new opportunities for
increased performance and scalability and lowering cost

Key business drivers for bringing PM to in-memory computing:
•

As data volumes keep growing, in-memory databases like SAP HANA require
larger capacities

•

DRAM scaling has slowed significantly and will offer lower capacities
o

New solutions needed for cost-efficient store of large data while still providing
real-time access

Persistent Memory: What’s all the noise about?

Our focus for
SAP HANA…

last year )

Source: Persistent Memory: What’s Done, Coming Soon, Expected Long-term by Andy Rudoff, Intel

Bringing Persistent Memory to in-memory computing

Opportunities:
•

Increased scalability
o

•

Significant cost savings
o

•

Larger memory modules means more
memory available per server

PM is cheaper than DRAM

Improved recovery times

Challenges:
•

Higher latency impacting
performance

•

New technology, standards still
evolving…
o

Means slow, phased implementation
with increased complexity and
uncertain timelines

SAP HANA focus: SNIA programming model
for use with memory-like NVM
Intel DIMM based on 3D XPoint™ technology is fully aligned with the SNIA
programming models for NVM and provides support for Block, File, Volume, and
Persistent Memory (PM) File mode.
Persistent Memory Mode (SNIA)

SAP HANA focus is on leveraging
memory mapping in NVM.PM.FILE
mode which enables direct access
to persistent memory using CPU
* DIMM population shown as an example only.
instructions
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Sample use case: Reducing IMDB down-time
Logging, warehousing, processing
information: lifeline of companies

Information availability depends on
database availability (9s)

Minimize restart time to improve
database availability
•
•
•
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Availability

Annual
DownTime

97%

11 days

98%

7 days

99%

3 days 15 hrs

99.9%

8 hrs 48 min

99.99%

53 min

99.999%

5 min

99.9999%

32 sec

Each restart for an IMDB can take upto 1 hour to load TBs of data to memory.
Dell study shows millions of dollars lost per hour due to downtime**
Existing HA solutions increase the price exponentially for every nine
**http://tanejagroup.com/files/Compellent_TG_Opinion_5_Nines_Sept_20121.pdf

Evolving the HANA SW Architecture to incorporate
3D XPoint™ PM technology
SAP HANA: Memory Architecture

Main Store is the perfect fit
for Intel DIMM based on 3D
XPoint™ technology!
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Leveraging 3D XPoint™ PM technology for SAP
HANA Main Store: Solution Overview

• Primary data store is data volume (in SAN or local storage)
• Main is in 3D XPoint™ PM instead of DRAM and is now persistent
• On Restart: Main already in 3D XPoint™ PM, no need to load data from SAN
• On HW failure: Backup server loads data from data volume

Leveraging 3D XPoint™ PM technology for SAP
HANA Main Store: Performance analysis
Initial results from a prototype (that leverages a suite of simulation software and
hardware technologies by exploiting NUMA configuration) are very promising:
• Significant improvements in the database restart time
o >5X improvement measured

•

Acceptable performance impact
o Persistent Memory technology has higher (than DRAM) latencies, resulting in slightly
lower performance
§

Measured (simulated) performance degradation was within the expected range for most
workloads

The challenge ahead:
•

New technology, standards still evolving will slow implementation timelines

Leveraging 3D XPoint™ PM technology for SAP
HANA Main Store: Pros and Cons
PROS

• Significant improvements in database restart time
o No need anymore to load data, Main Store is now persistent
as it is in 3D XPoint™ PM instead of DRAM

• Increased memory capacity at significantly lower cost
o Potentially significant cost benefits in several areas

CONS

• New approach does not leverage full potential: Two redundent
persistent copies…
• 3D XPoint™ technology is still evolving, development of new
standards is work in progress
o Any resource, timelines are difficult to estimate due to technology
still being under development

Conclusions
• A hybrid PM + DRAM approach will provide a large amounts of fast,
cost-efficient memory for SAP HANA in-memory computing platform
• Persistent Memory can help with achieving near-instant recovery for
main-memory databases
• Early results from bringing 3D XPoint™ PM technology to SAP HANA
clearly support the expectations of persistent memory becoming a
true game changer for in-memory computing
Santa Clara, CA
August 2016
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